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Welcome To Our Newsletter
Sell Fast Real Estate & Auction welcome you to our 1st newsletter which will be
a monthly newsletter going forward. Let’s start by thanking you for subscribing
and supporting our efforts.
As realtors first and for most we uniquely Namibian business poised to provide
all our clients with the information available in our space and breaking new barriers on that front.
With our team with over 20 years industry experience, Sell Fast brings to the table a value-added and highly qualified team of real estate professionals service
to be a force to be recon with.
The newsletter also hopes to equip and to provide our clients with extensive
market analysis and expertise that fosters innovative solutions and reward real
estate opportunities.
With our first publication after our first national expo that was on .... we are not
taking anything for granted we need to share information. Lets introduce the
winning team first and our initiatives to educate home buyers and sellers on various processes in the world of real estate be it financial application or general tips
on property as an investment.
Our preparations to our growing green initiate started last year as responsible
citizens and all efforts are geared to that to make a green world and empower
our community.
So, please stay with us as we embark on this journey of step by step property
buying information. In conclusion would also like to offer you and your company
an opportunity to add contribution or interactive content if you wish to contribute anything relevant to our space. It’s all about building networks and relationships. We love working from home base.

New Trends
Loan-To-Value Ratios have been revised!
GOOD NEWS! - Revised LTV Ratios
We would like to share some very positive property news for all property buyers,
the bank of Namibia and Ministry of Finance have come together to amend the
LTV (Loan to Value) ratios which were introduced in 2017. This amendment allows
buyers with a good credit record the platform to receive mortgage bonds when
purchasing secondary properties.
The revised ratios are as follows:
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Sell Fast Insider

Sell Fast Green Day Event!
On The 4th of October 2018 The Sell Fast Real Estate Team Proudly held the
very first “Growing Green Day” at the Physically Active Youth Center -P.A.Y ” in
Windhoek North.
The Growing Green Initiative was born out of the idea that we wanted to be able
to sustain the equilibrium between economic development and the welfare of
society and environment.
To facilitate this we made a pledge that for every house sold by Sell Fast we
would plant a tree with a purpose in and area or community that needed it. With
the help of local Nurseries and others supporting the project we were able to
donate and plant several Indiginous shade trees and citrus fruit trees to the P.A.Y
center. Each member of the Sell Fast Team contributed to the days activities and
helped the children at the center to not only be apart of the experience but also
to understand the need for environmental development and the responsibility
we all have to toward its continued sustainability.
Sell Fast has since had another successful year and are already gearing up for
the next annual Growing Green Day this October. We invite other members of
the corporate sector and the community at large to join us and contribute to this
unique initiative that brings life to our communities that need it.

Agent of the Month

Your Home Tips - September

Awesome Gardening Tips to Help You Save Water
With water being a scarce and precious resource in our country, here at some
tips to help you save and manage water efficiently and ultimately garden more
sustainably;
1. The best watering time for your garden is early morning before the temperatures begin to rise, winds are lower and there is less evaporation. Morning watering gives the plants a good supply of water to face the heat of the day.
2. Save your Cooking Water. If you steam or boil vegetables, save the water rather than pouring it down the sink. It is full of nutrients and when cooled, makes
a free fertiliser for watering your plants.
3. Choose your plant container carefully. Different materials heat up quickly or
lose moisture due to porosity so think about your pot location before making a
final decision. For example, metal heats up quickly so raised galvanised garden
beds and metal containers will draw moisture out of the soil and these gardens
will need more watering. If you live in a hot
climate, this may be a major consideration.
4. Improve your soil and add mulch. Your soil’s water-holding capacity is improved
by higher organic matter content. Mulching, which involves covering the soil with
a thick layer of bark or compost, keeps your soil much more moist.
5. Choose water-wise plants. Generally, the best suited plants are those that are
indigenous to your area, as they seldom need additional watering. They are usually well suited to the average amount of water your garden will receive naturally.

Thank You From The Team
As the city’s population surges towards 1 million in Windhoek, Namibia, the time
for thinking small is now past. Fortunately, there’s no shortage of big ideas to fill
the void with us.
With a glimpse of possibilities to come like the revise LTV’s, we take comfort
in the prospect and we will continue to do what we do best. Without continual
changes growth and progress, words such as improvement, achievement and
success have no meaning.
This year Sell Fast scoped a bronze for top realtor Agency with FNB , while our
agents have been recipient of accolades from bank Windhoek, FNB & Standard
bank in the categories of top realtor this year. For us it is an exciting time to think
ahead and share our stories and what’s happening around us.
Sell Fast brings to the table a value-added and highly qualified team of real estate professionals for all of our clients from the smallest to the largest and we
proudly can state that we have over 20 years industry experience combine, with
over 1000 units sold over the years.
We are well equipped to provide our clients with extensive market analysis and
expertise that fosters innovative solutions and rewarding real estate opportunities. We work in close collaboration with multi disciplinary professional teams
from lawyers, banks, Architech’s & QS.
We therefore sincerely trust that we can continue to operate with the support
and loyalty of all our existing and hope on new prospects and particular the diaspora that can they relate to us as a trusted brand.
In conclusion we would also really welcome constructive criticism for us to improve and make this home ownership newsletter a reality. Thank you for your
countless support, you give us purpose and rejuvenation in this journey.

